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Residual!beta^cell! function! is!present!at! the! time!of!diagnosis!with! type!1!diabetes!
(T1DM).!Preserving! this!beta^cell! function! reduces!complications.!We!hypothesised!





within! the! previous! three^months! was! undertaken.! Participants! were! assigned! to!
control! (usual! care)! or! intervention! (exercise! consultation! every! month),! in! a! 1:1!
ratio! for! 12^months.! The! primary! outcomes! were! recruitment! rate,! drop! out,!
exercise! adherence! (weeks! with! >=150! minutes! of! self^reported! moderate! to!
vigorous! physical! activity! (MVPA),! and! exercise! uptake! in! the! control! group.! The!




Of!507! individuals!who!were!approached,!58! (28! control,! 30! intervention)!entered!
the!study!and!41!completed!it.!Participants!were!largely!white!European!males,!BMI!
24.8+3.8Kg/m2,!HbA1c!9+2%!(75+25mmol/mol).!!Mean!level!of!objectively!measured!
MVPA! increased! in! the! intervention! group! (mean! 243! to! 273! minutes/week)! and!
61%! of! intervention! participants! reached! the! target! of! greater! than! 150!
minutes/week! of! self^reported! MVPA! on! at! least! 42! weeks! of! the! year.! Physical!
activity! levels! fell! slightly! in! the! control! group! (mean! 277! to! 235! minutes! of!
MVPA/week).!There!was!exploratory!evidence!that!intervention!group!became!more!
insulin! sensitive! and! required! less! insulin.! However,! the! rate! of! loss! of! beta^cell!




We!show!that! it! is!possible! to! recruit!and!randomise!people!with!newly^diagnosed!
T1DM!to!a!trial!of!an!exercise!intervention!and!increase!and!maintain!their!exercise!
levels! for! 12^months.! Future! trials! need! to! incorporate! measures! for! greater!

















Type!1!diabetes! (T1DM)! is! characterised!by!autoimmune!destruction!of!pancreatic!
insulin^secreting!beta!cells! [1].! Significant!numbers!of!beta!cells!are!present!at! the!
time!of!diagnosis!with!T1DM![2],!but!these!numbers!and!their!function!continue!to!





interventions! that! can!preserve! residual!beta! cell! function! in!new!onset!T1DM!are!












cell! loss,!and!one!that!should!be!trialled! in!new!onset!T1DM![6].! In! this! review!we!
presented! data! from! studies! showing! that! physical! exercise! preserves! beta! cell!
function! in! animal!models! of! type! 1! and! type! 2! diabetes,! in! healthy! humans,! and!
people! with! impaired! glucose! tolerance! and! with! type! 2! diabetes! (T2DM).! For!









trial! to! test! the!hypothesis! that!exercise!preserves!beta^cell! function! in!new!onset!
T1DM.!!
!
Prior! to! this! pilot! trial!we!undertook! a! qualitative! study! to! identify! barriers! to! the!
uptake! and! adherence! to! an! intensive! exercise! programme.! Here,!we! present! the!
results! of! the! subsequent! pilot! randomised! controlled! trial! (RCT)! involving! an!
exercise! intervention! in! people! with! recent! onset! T1DM.! ! We! decided! that! the!
exercise!intervention!should!be!non^supervised!because!the!patients!who!helped!us!
to!design!the!study! felt! that!a!12^month!supervised!exercise!programme!would!be!











3) Determine! the! rate!of!exercise!uptake! in! the!non^intervention!arm! (that! is,!
intervention!contamination).!!
4) Determine! the! rate! of! loss! of! beta! cell! function! in! the! intervention! and!
control! arm! to! enable! the! statistical! power! calculations! for! the! subsequent!
definitive!trial!to!be!refined.!
5) Determine! (as! a! secondary! outcome)! whether! the! 12! months! exercise!
intervention!results!in!a!significant!preservation!of!beta!cell!function.!














The! study! was! open! for! recruitment! between! November! 2011! and! January! 2014.!
Clinical! staff!at!19!UK!NHS!hospitals! identified!people!newly!diagnosed!with!T1DM!
and! provided! them! with! information! about! the! study.! Eligible! participants! had! a!
clinical! diagnosis! of! T1DM,!were! over! 16! at! diagnosis! and!were! self^administering!
their! insulin!as!part!of!a!multiple!dose!injection!regime.!Exclusion!criteria!were!age!
older! than! 60,! diagnosed! with! T1DM! more! than! 3! months,! C^peptide! less! than!
200pmol/L! at! 90mins! following! meal! stimulation,! uncontrolled! blood! pressure,!






All! eligible! participants! were! randomised! in! a! 1:1! ratio! to! intervention! (exercise!
training! plus! usual! care)! or! control! (usual! care! alone)! groups.! ! Randomisation!was!
stratified! by! site! and! minimised! on! 90! minute! stimulated! C^peptide! level! and!
estimated! VO2max.! Randomisation! was! organised! and! supervised! through! the!
University! of! Birmingham! Primary! Care! Clinical! Trials! Unit,! UK,! using! an! on^line!







Using! goal^oriented! motivational! interviewing! techniques,! participants! in! the!
intervention!group!were!encouraged!by! the!research!nurse! to!safely! increase!their!
exercise! levels!according!to!a!graded!program!to!at! least!150!minutes!per!week!of!
moderate! to!vigorous! intensity!exercise! in!bouts!of!at! least!10!minutes,!aiming! for!
240!minutes!per!week!of!exercise! [11].! Each!patient!was!given!a!wrist^worn!heart!
rate!monitor!(Polar,!Warwick,!England)!and!physical!activity!log!to!record!the!length!
of! exercise! and! the!heart! rate! during! exercise! and!blood! glucose!before! and! after!
exercise.! These! logs! were! discussed! with! the! research! nurses! and! used! to! help!
monitor! and! encourage! an! increase! in! exercise! levels.! The! aim! was! to! increase!
exercise!over!the!first!12!weeks!of!the!study!and!then!to!maintain!exercise!levels!for!
the!remainder!of!the!study.!Any!form!of!exercise!could!be!undertaken!and!exercise!
could! be! accumulated! throughout! the! day! in! bouts! of! at! least! 10! minutes.!
Participants!met!with!the!nurse!for!20!minutes!to!discuss!their!exercise!levels!at!2,!4,!
8,! 12,! 16,! 20,! 30,! 36,! and! 42!weeks! as! specified! in! the! protocol.! Using! a! protocol!
similar!to!this!we!have!shown!that!we!can!increase!and!maintain!exercise!levels!in!a!










Management!of! diabetes,! blood!pressure,! and! lipid!profile!was!undertaken!by! the!
study! team! for! the! period! of! the! trial.! Any! changes! in! treatment! of! these! factors!






120!minutes.!Measures! of! health^related! quality! of! life! (EQ5D,! CES! D,!WHOQOL),!
diabetes!distress!(PAID,!Illness!perception),!sleep!quality!(PSQI),!exercise!motivation!
and! self^efficacy! (Bandura,! Deci! and! Ryan,! outcome! expectation! for! exercise),! and!
diet! (Toole! and! Glasgow)! were! assessed! through! questionnaires! as! outlined! [11].!
Fitness! (predicted! VO2max)! was! assessed! by! two! methods! (Astrand^Ryhming! and!
YMCA/ACSM)! during! a! single! exercise! test! undertaken! on! a! calibrated! cycle!
ergometer.! Therefore,! we! undertook! one! exercise! protocol,! and! applied! two!
different!algorithms!to!the!same!data.!The!mean!of!these!two!values!was!taken!as!
the! final! measure! of! fitness.!We! opted! to! use! a! combination! of! two!methods! to!
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reduce! the!error!of!estimated!maximum!oxygen!uptake! from! these! two!predictive!
tests.! Whilst! both! these! techniques! are! widely! used! and! well^established,! each!
technique! is!based!on!different!assumptions!and! thus!a! combined!estimate!across!
both!predictors!will!have!lower!error!than!relying!on!one!estimate!alone.!In!order!to!
assess!changes! in!objectively!measured!habitual!physical!activity,!participants!wore!
an! accelerometer! (GT1M;! ActiGraph! LLC,! Pensacola,! FL,! USA)! for! 7! days! on! a! belt!








of! greater! than! 3! metabolic! equivalents! (METs)! [12].! For! inclusion! in! analyses,!
participants!were!required!to!record!at!least!three!valid!days!of!accelerometer!data.!
!
C^peptide! and! insulin! were! measured! using! a! direct! electrochemiluminescence!






Thirty! participants! per! arm! were! considered! sufficient! to! achieve! the! feasibility!








Relevant! variables! have!been!presented! as! baseline! adjusted!mean,!with! standard!
deviation!and!95%!confidence! intervals.! In!accord!with!the!CONSORT!extension!for!
pilot! studies! and! that! we! were! not! formally! powered! to! detect! differences! in!
outcomes!between!groups,!we!have!not!calculated!or!presented!p!values![14].!
!
Recruitment! rates! were! calculated! as! the! percentage! of! people! with! T1DM! who!
were!contacted!about! the! study!and!who!consented! to!be! involved.!Adherence! to!
exercise! in! the! intervention!group!was!assessed!using! the!exercise!diaries! through!
looking!at!how!many!weeks!participants!reported!doing!more!than!150!minutes!per!
week!of!MVPA! in! bouts! of! at! least! 10!minutes.!We! considered! success! as! at! least!
80%!of!patients!doing!more!than!150!self^reported!minutes!a!week!of!exercise!for!42!
weeks! of! the! year.! Forty^two! weeks! was! picked! because! they! will! not! reach! 150!
minutes!per!week!until!week!10! into! the! intervention! if! their! exercise! levels!were!
low! when! joining! the! study.! The! physical! activity! of! the! intervention! and! control!
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group!was!also!assessed!from!the!Actigraph!accelerometer!measures!at!baseline,!6!
and!12!months.!Withdrawal! rates!were! calculated!as! the!percentage!of! consented!
participants!who!were!lost!to!follow!up!at!12!months.!!
!!
As! per! recommended! guidelines! for! trials! of! beta! cell! preservation! [15],! beta! cell!
response!was!estimated!as!area!under!curve!(AUC)!C^peptide!and!calculated!for!each!
participant! applying! the! trapezium! method! [16].! Measured! C^peptide! values! are!
non^zero!and!simulation!studies!suggested!that!integrals!estimated!from!trapezoidal!
rule!outperformed!all! other!methods!when! function! values! are!non^zero! [17].! The!




pmol/L.! The! outcome! variable! AUC! was! skewed! and! a! log! transformation! with!




treat! approach! i.e.! comparison! of! groups! by! initial! random! allocation.! For! all!








All! analyses! were! undertaken! using! statistical! software! Stata,! version! 14.2!










A! total! of! 507! adults! with! new! onset! T1DM! were! identified,! of! these! 214! were!
assessed! for! eligibility! for! this! study.! Eighty^six! were! eligible! for! face^to^face!
screening,!and!of!these!15!participants!were!recruited!into!a!distinct!but!linked!study!













Of! the! 58! participants! randomised,! 41! completed! the! study! (see! Fig! 1).! The!most!
common!reason!for!withdrawal!from!the!study!was!lack!of!time!due!to!family!and/or!
work! commitments.! Most! withdrawals! (11/17)! were! within! one! month! of! study!








participants! on! the! intervention! group!were! reaching! the! target! of! 150!minutes! a!
week! of! moderate! intensity! exercise! in! bouts! of! more! than! 10! minutes.! This!
increased!from!16%!to!61%!at!the!end!of!the!study.!For!participants! in!the!control!
group,! the! exercise! diaries! showed! that! 21%! of! were! reaching! the! 150! minutes!
target!at!baseline!as!10min!bouts.!The!control!group!did!not!keep!an!exercise!diary!
across! the! study!because!doing! so!has!been! shown! to! increase!activity! levels.! The!






Of! the!58!participants!who!entered! the! study,! 49!had! valid! accelerometer! data! at!
baseline,! 33! had! valid! accelerometer! data! at! 6! months,! and! 30! had! valid!
accelerometer!data!at!12!months.!Of! these,!26!had!valid!accelerometer!data!at!all!




in! predicted! VO2max! of! 10%! (from! 32! sd! +6! to! 35! se! +1!ml/kg/min)! over! the! 12!
months!(supplementary!Table!1).!Control!group!participants!showed!no!evidence!of!













To! investigate! the! relationship! between! the! AUC! C! peptide! measure! of! beta! cell!
function!and!changing! insulin! sensitivity,!we!explored!whether! those! subjects!who!
became! most! insulin! sensitive! also! appeared! to! ‘lose’! most! C! peptide.!
Supplementary! figure! 1a! illustrates! change! in! AUC! C! peptide! against! change! in!
insulin!resistance,!showing!that!decreasing! insulin!resistance!associates!with!a! ‘fall’!
in!AUC!C!peptide!measure!of! beta! cell! function.! To! adjust! for! the!effect! of! insulin!
sensitisation! on! accuracy! of! the! stimulated! C! peptide! test,! we! calculated! the!








There!was! evidence! of! reduction! in! HbA1c! and! increase! in!weight! in! both! groups!
during!the!study,!as!would!be!expected!in!patients!with!initiation!of!insulin!therapy!
following! diagnosis! with! T1DM.! There! did! not! appear! to! be! a! difference! in!mean!
HbA1c!between!groups!at!6!or!12!months.!There!was!a!trend!toward!a!reduction!in!
diastolic! blood! pressure,! triglycerides! and! LDL! cholesterol! at! follow! up! in! the!
intervention! group! (supplementary! Table! 2).! ! There!was! also! a! trend! to! increased!
HDL!with!intervention!that!was!not!seen!in!the!control!group!
!













The! self^efficacy! scores,! hypoglycaemia! worry,! hypoglycaemia! behaviour! and!
perception! of! the! healthcare! climate! appeared! to! be! higher! for! the! intervention!
group! compared! to! the! control! group! at! 12^month! (supplementary! Table! 3).!






We! were! able! to! meet! our! pilot! trial! objectives.! We! found! that! 11%! of! adults!
identified!with!newly!diagnosed!T1DM!were!willing! to! take!part! in! this! study,! that!
29%!subsequently!dropped!out,!that!61%!of!participants!reached!the!exercise!target!






We!show!for! the! first! time! that!an!unsupervised!exercise!programme!can! increase!
physical!exercise! levels!of!moderate! intensity!and!above! in!adults!newly!diagnosed!
with!T1DM!by!30!mins!per!week!and!maintain!this!over!12!months.!This!is!in!contrast!
to!the!control!arm!where!there!was!a! fall! in!physical!activity! levels!by!42!mins!per!
week!over!the!equivalent!period.!We!also!show!that!this!exercise!programme!is!safe!
and! can! be! undertaken!without! hypoglycaemia! or! injury,! and! appears! to! improve!










These! findings! will! be! used! to! help! design! future! studies! to! determine! whether!
exercise! preserves! beta! cell! function! in! adults! newly! diagnosed! with! T1DM.!!





increase! and! maintain! physical! exercise! in! adult! people! with! T1DM.! In! the! PEP^!
program,! the! only! other! unsupervised! exercise! programme! for! adults!with! T1DM,!
activity!was! not! increased! [25].! In! four! studies! of! unsupervised! exercise! studies! in!
adolescents! and/or! children,! two! showed! an! increased! activity! at! 3^4!months! and!
two!did!not![26].!The!results!of!our!study!are!consistent!with!studies!in!adults!with!
T2DM! where! others! and! we! have! demonstrated! that! an! unsupervised! exercise!
programme!can!increase!and!maintain!physical!activity!for!a!year!and!longer![9,27].!
Furthermore,!the!increase!in!moderate!to!physical!activity!in!our!study!is!similar!to!























Although! we! were! not! formally! powered! to! compare! groups,! improvement! in!
metabolic! variables!with! exercise!detected! in!our! study! is! broadly! similar! to! those!
already!reported!(reviewed!in!Chimen!et!al![28]).!Our!study!detected!improvements!











did! not! differ! between! the! intervention! and! control! groups.! This!may! be! because!
sufficient! volume! or! intensity! of! exercise! was! not! achieved.! Whilst! some! of! the!
studies!demonstrating!an!improvement!in!beta!cell!function!with!exercise!observed!




For! this! reason!our!protocol!was!designed! to! increase! levels!of!moderate! intensity!
exercise.! If! the! mechanisms! (immunity,! hormones,! cytokines)! underlying! the!






groups!may!be! that! this!measure!under^estimates!beta!cell! function! in! the! face!of!
increasing!insulin!sensitivity![6].!Less!insulin!is!required!for!glucose!homeostasis!in!an!
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insulin! sensitive! state.! Therefore! when! beta! cell! function! is! stable,! an! insulin!
sensitising! intervention!will!result! in!a!fall! in!the!AUC!C^peptide!measure.! ! It!would!
be!incorrect!to!interpret!this!fall!in!AUC!C^peptide!as!a!fall!in!beta!cell!function,!but!
rather! as! an! adaptive! decrease! in! insulin! secretion! for! the! increasing! insulin!
sensitivity.! The! analysis! in! supplementary! figure! 1! supports! the! concept! that! an!
increase! in! insulin!sensitivity!associates!with!an!appropriate!decrease! in!the!AUC!C!
peptide!measure!of!beta!cell!function.!This!association!therefore!makes!it!difficult!to!
use!the!AUC!C!peptide!as!an!accurate!measure!of!beta!cell!function!in!interventions!
that! alter! insulin! sensitivity.! Therefore! beta! cell! outcome! measures! for! exercise!




T2DM! that! have! not! accounted! for! changes! in! insulin! sensitivity! have! provided!
conflicting! results! [32],!whereas! studies! that! have! accounted! for! insulin! sensitivity!
change!have!reported!more!consistently![33].!We!have!used!disposition!index!in!the!
further!analysis!of!our!data!because!it!is!an!established!measure!of!beta!cell!function!
that!models! for! insulin! sensitivity! [17,19].!Whilst! this! approach! to!measuring! beta!
cell!function!has!not!been!validated!in!T1DM,!its!use!suggests!that!in!our!study,!beta!




study!design,!and!that!described! in!studies!of! immunotherapeautic!agents! for!new!
onset!T1DM![34].!Our!previous!study!of!exercise! intervention!in!people!with!newly!
diagnosed!T2DM!only! reported!a!3%!dropout! rate! [9].!However! this! current! study!
population! was! younger! and! in! full! time! employment.! Higher! dropout! rates! have!
been! reported! in!other!exercise! studies.! In!a! recent!meta^analysis!of!unsupervised!
exercise!programmes,!20%!of!studies!had!greater!than!20%!dropout,!32%!between!




appointments,! improved! feedback! of! results,! more! consistent! healthcare! support,!
and!a!prolonged!1!month!‘run^in’!phase!may!address!this!high!dropout!rate.!!
!




fully! powered! trial! to! definitively! confirm! whether! exercise! training! can! preserve!
beta!cell!function!in!T1DM.!Exercise!training!is!likely!to!be!an!affordable!intervention!
that! can! be! undertaken! without! significant! adverse! events,! has! many! parallel!
benefits!(cardiovascular!risk,!well^being,!increasing!insulin!sensitivity!etc),!and!can!be!
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Variables$ Control$ Intervention$ $$$$$$$All$
N! 28! 30! 58!
Age!(years)! 30.8!+!9.3! 33.8!+!11.4! 32.3!+!10.5!
Male!sex!! 24!(86%)! 15!(50%)! 39!(67%)!
White!! 25!(89%)! 29!(97%)! 54!(93%)!







Total!insulin!dose!(U/Kg)! 0.33!+!0.20! 0.30!+!0.25! 0.31!+!0.22!
AUC!C^peptide!(pmol/L)1! 993!±!929! 780!±!308! 883!±!685!
Predicted!VO2max!(ml/kg/min)! 35.1!±!9.56! 32.2!±!5.6! 33.6!±!7.9!
Presentation$of$diabetes$$ $ $ $
^!Duration!of!symptoms!(days)! 15!+!38! 10!!+!10! 12!+!27!
^!DKA!at!diagnosis!!(%)! 3!(11)! 8!(27)! 11!(19)!
No!without!any!islet!antibodies!(%)! 11!(39)! 3!(10)! 14!(24)!
GAD^titre!positive!(%)! 14!(50)! 26!(87)! 40!(69)!
I2A^titre!positive!(%)! 12!(43)! 14!(47)! 26!(45)!















































































































































Baseline 6m 12m 
1Estimated 6m/12m means are adjusted for baseline score.
 






































































Activity, % % % % % %
Total%counts%(n)% (49)% (33)% (30)% % % %
CONTROL% 386%(154)% 399%(36)% 339%(36)% % % %
INTERVENTION% 357%(125)% 398%(33)% 400%(34)% % % %
Within%CONTROL% % % % % 43%(934%to%119)% 919%(998%to%61)%
Within%
INTERVENTION%
% % % % 41%(929%to%111)% 43%(941%to%127)%
INTERVENTION%vs%
CONTROL%
% % % 929%(9108%to%51)% 92%(9102%to%99)%% 61%(942%to%163)%
MVPA%(min/week)%(n)%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%(49)% (33)% (30)% % % %
CONTROL% 277%(153)% 279%(43)% 235%(36)% % % %
INTERVENTION% 243%(141)% 285%(40)% 273%(34)% % % %
Within%CONTROL% % % % % 28%(949%to%106)% 912%(993%to%69)%
Within%
INTERVENTION%
% % % % 34%(958%to%127)% 18%(969%to%106)%
INTERVENTION%vs%
CONTROL%
% % % 935%(9118%to%49)% 6%(9114%to%126)% 38%(965%to%140)%
VO2max%(ml/kg/min)%(n)%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%(58)% (39)% (37)% % % %
CONTROL% 35.14%(9.58)% 33.85%(0.99)% 33.69%(1.62)% % % %
INTERVENTION% 32.17%(5.61)% 34.29%(0.96)% 35.41%(1.19)% % % %
Within%CONTROL% % % % % 90.83%(92.98%to%1.31)% 90.72%(93.27%to%1.84)%
Within%
INTERVENTION%
% % % % 0.43%(91.69%to%2.66)% 1.12%(91.21%to%3.45)%
INTERVENTION%vs%
CONTROL%
















Anthropometric,measures, & & & & &
SBP&(mmHg)& & & & & & &
CONTROL& 125&(12)& 122&(2)& 123&(2)& & & &
INTERVENTION& 121(12)& 119&(2)& 123&(2)& & & &
Within&CONTROL& & & & & ?3&(?8&to&2)& ?2&(?7&to&2)&
Within&INTERVENTION& & & & & ?3&(?8&to&2)& .5&(?4&to&5)&
INTERVENTION&vs&
CONTROL&
& & & ?4&(?10&to&3)& ?3&(?9&to&?3)& .7&(?5&to&6)&
DBP&(mmHg)& & & & & & &
CONTROL& 73&(9)& 69&(2)& 73&(2)& & & &
INTERVENTION& 75(9)& 70(2)& 72&(2)& & & &
Within&CONTROL& & & & & ?5&(?8&to&?1)& ?1&(?5&to&3)&
Within&INTERVENTION& & & & & ?4&(?7&to&?0)& ?3&(?6&to&1)&
INTERVENTION&vs&
CONTROL&
& & & 2&(?3&to&7)& 1&(?4&to&6)& ?1&(?6&to&3)&
BMI&(kg/m2)& & & & & & &
CONTROL& 24.68&(4.15)& 25.11&(0.31)& 25.21&(0.37)& & & &
INTERVENTION& 24.82&(3.40)& 25.25&(0.29)& 25.56&(0.36)& & & &
Within&CONTROL& & & & & 0.60&(0.13&to&1.06)& 0.64&(0.15&to&1.13)&
Within&INTERVENTION& & & & & 0.76&(0.03&to&1.48)& 0.99&(?0.00&to&1.98)&
INTERVENTION&vs&
CONTROL&
& & & 0.14&(?1.85&to&2.13)& 0.14&(?0.71&to&0.10)& 0.35&(?0.68&to&1.38)&
&
Biochemical,measures,
& & & & & &
HbA1c&(%)& & & & & & &
CONTROL& 9&(4.4)& 6.7&(2.4)& 7.3&(2.4)& & & &
INTERVENTION& 9&(4.4)& 7.4(2.4)& 7.4&(2.4)& & & &
Within&CONTROL& & & & & ?4.3&(?5.3&to&?3.2)& ?3.8&(?4.8&to&?2.8)&














6&months& 12&months& & & &
Well0being, , , , , ,
EQ5D&–&This&a&standardized&instrument&for&measuring&generic&health&status.&Here&we&have&reported&the&results&from&the&visual&analogue&scale&hen&
participants&rate&their&health&on&a&score&of&0&–&100,&with&100&being&the&best&health.&
CONTROL& 74.00&(17.71)& 72.01&(4.65)& 71.85&(3.90)& & & &
EXERCISE& 75.69&(15.31)& 68.37&(4.18)& 73.72&(4.02)& & & &
Within&CONTROL& & & & & ?2.12&(?11.20&to&6.97)& ?2.76&(?11.66&to&6.13)&
Within&EXERCISE& & & & & ?7.21&(?14.47&to&0.04)& ?1.31&(?9.26&to&6.63)&
INTERVENTION&vs&
CONTROL&




CONTROL& 8.37&(5.64)& 10.33&(2.03)& 7.37&(1.70)& & & &
EXERCISE& 10.66&(9.63)& 7.92&(1.86)& 10.14&(1.75)& & & &
Within&CONTROL& & & & & ?0.14&(?3.18&to&2.91)& ?2.09&(?4.94&to&0.76)&
Within&EXERCISE& & & & & ?0.96&(?6.06&to&4.15)& 0.64&(?4.47&to&5.74)&
INTERVENTIONvs&
CONTROL&
& & & 2.28&(?1.98&to&6.55)& ?2.40&(?8.16&to&3.36)& 2.77&(?2.30&to&7.85)&
, & & & & & &
Exercise,
Questionnaires,
& & & & & &
Bandura&exercise&self?efficacy&questionnaire.&This&questionnaire&assesses&at&participants’&confidence&in&their&ability&to&exercise&regularly.&&Here&we&
show&the&mean&score&of&the&18&items.&Each&question&is&scored&from&0?100,&with&a&higher&score&meaning&greater&confidence.&&
CONTROL& 64.46&(24.39)& 62.44&(3.55)& 52.44&(4.11)& & & &
EXERCISE& 64.57&(25.81)& 65.76&(3.29)& 67.01&(4.11)& & & &
Within&CONTROL& & & & & ?2.24&(?15.14&to&10.66)& ?11.69&(?23.74&to&0.37)&
Within&EXERCISE& & & & & 1.38&(?11.34&to&14.11)& 2.10&(?10.56&to&14.76)&
INTERVENTIONvs&
CONTROL&
& & & 0.10&(?13.24&to&13.44)& 3.23&(?6.50&to&13.14)& 14.57&(2.74&to&26.40)&
